Monroe Hospital scores high in patient satisfaction

By Dann Denny
331-4350 | ddenny@heraldt.com

Monroe Hospital's patient satisfaction survey scores—dealing with keeping patients comfortable, attending to their needs and with keeping patients comfortable and satisfied—show that 94 percent of its patients would "definitely recommend the hospital to others"—compared to a 67 percent average for all report-
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IU researchers warn of look-alike Web sites

By Mercedes Rodriguez
331-4350 | mercedes@heraldt.com

Lurking in inboxes all over the world are e-mails and text messages, spam, phishing scams, ones that can send a user to a different site than the recipient doesn't have an account with either.

The 21-month-old hospital's high marks were recently submitted to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services created the "hospital compare" Web site — www.hospitalcompare.hhs.gov — used by Medicare patients to reactivate their suspended accounts, and can gather their personal information.Indiana University computer science researchers have completed a study indicating that hundreds of thousands of Web pages on some of the Web's most popular sites are vulnerable to exploitation by phishing scammers.

Doctoral student Craig Shue, along with fellow doctoral student Andrew Kalafat and their advisor, assistant professor Minhajul Gajip, created software that allowed them to scan millions of Web sites for "open redirects," a command that can send a user to a different page from the one clicked on. Sometimes, those redirects can be manipulated by spammers to secretly direct their own sites.
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